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My area of interest is “mixed-initiative” approaches to education and how they might be supported by intelligent systems.

Mixed-initiative means that the various agents can take the lead or initiative in an interaction at appropriate times, in contrast to tutor-guided learning or student discovery-based learning.

I am interested in how scenario-based training and learning works, and what is the most effective way to support learners in such a context.
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A number of threads have been brought together in this work:

• to study the cognitive psychological foundations for situated social learning;
• to identify effective learning methods relevant to mixed-initiative interaction between agents;
• to describe the relationship between cognitive psychological activity models and an AI research-informed conceptual model of activity;
• to provide a methodology for how the concepts identified could be utilised in a training-orientated “I-Zone” – a virtual space for intelligent scenario-based interaction; and
• to create, document and demonstrate a resource base for experimentation and potential re-use on projects in this area.
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During the course of the study an approach to support scenario generation and adaptation in a mixed-initiative situated training context has been made explicit. This comprises:

- an *embodiment* of the target training situation which allows for an immersive and engaging user experience;
- natural *constraints* “in the world” for what can and cannot be done via interaction with the environment through provision of situation realistic devices and communications mechanisms, and which provide natural affordances on what activity can be performed;
- set up of appropriate, realistic, challenging and motivational *tasks or objectives* within the scenario guided by the learning objectives desired;
- carefully select and inject scenario *events* into the training situation to maintain interest and keep learners “in the zone” for effective learning;
- induce appropriate *context-specific activity* by the learners to respond to the situation they find themselves in.
The methodology can be summarised as:

- **constrain** the world situation and the activities which are possible;
- **select** or generate relevant tasks and events;
- **inject** into the situation to keep learners ‘in the zone’; and
- **induce** appropriate learner ‘activity in context’.

The dissertation takes the form of providing a conceptualisation, technology and realisation of a virtual space to support scenario-based training in a community context. It outlines a methodology or approach to support the generation of scenario-based training episodes that are context-sensitive to the receptiveness of a student to learn effectively.
Further Reading

The full dissertation and resources can be found at

http://atate.org/mscel/i-zone